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COMMITTEE MEMBERS’ DETAILS: 

 

President: Ray Andrews  

Mobile: 082 853 7316 

Email: rwandrews@telkomsa.net 

 

Vice President: Nick Thomas 

Mobile: 079 898 5629 

Email: nick@nickthomas.co.za 

 

Secretary: Carol Andrews  

Mobile:  082 853 7270 

Email: rwandrews@telkomsa.net 

 

Treasurer: Carl Vlotman  

Mobile: 081 511 2324 

Email: alupanelsa@gmail.com 

 

Rides Conveners:  

Gerhard Raschen   

Mobile: 084 511 6227 

Email: gerhard@excelsiorflanges.com  

 

Alasdair Hulme 

Mobile: 079 500 6133 

Email: alasdairh@belfa.co.za 

 

 
 

 

 

 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU… 
 

 

 

 

 

 

BIRTHDAYS: 

 

 

Michele Pepler – 5
th

 September 

Ray Andrews   – 17
th

 September  

Liz Vlotman     – 26
th

 October 

Mike Weber     – 29
th

 October 

 

 

CLUB NOTICES AND 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

The next meeting and social will be held at The 

River Club on Wednesday, 2
nd

 September 

2015 at 7.00pm for 7.30pm start. 

 

BREAKFAST RUN – to be announced 

mailto:rwandrews@telkomsa.net
mailto:rwandrews@telkomsa.net
mailto:alasdairh@belfa.co.za
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EVENTS CALENDAR  
 
2nd to 4th October 2015 SPRINGBOK RALLY  
  Venue: De Hoek Mountain Resort, 

 Oudtshoorn.  Entry fee to be advised. 
 Food and trade stalls, lots of prizes, music, 
 cheap cash bar, entertainment. Hosted by 
NOMADS.  

 Contact details: Nomads @ 082 559 7729 or 
 www.nomads.org.za 

 

 

18th October 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6th to 8th November 2015 MOSSEL BAY WEEKEND  
  Santos Train – Mossel Bay  
 Further details to follow in due course.  
 
 
4th to 6th December 2015 LION RALLY 
 The Lions Club of Uitenhage will be hosting their 22nd Lion Rally to be 

held at Cradock Spa on the outskirts of Cradock.  Entry Fee R180.00 
which includes cloth and metal badge as well as customary Lion Rally 
Mug. For further details contact Bokkie on 072 337 0212 / email: 
BOberholzer@go2uti.com 

 

  

http://www.nomads.org.za/
mailto:BOberholzer@go2uti.com
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ULYSSES CPT 
    

 
Event calendar 2015… 

     

         Club 
  

Type 
 

Venue 
  

Date 
 
 
Black Widow MCC 

 
4th day jol Gebodys Pub - Brackenfell 27/06/15 

Dragon Fly MCC 
 

Rally 
 

Kleinplasie - Worcester 03/05-07-15 

Chop & Dop 
 

Rally 
    

10/11-07-15 

Garden Boys 
 

Hot water run 
   

18/07/15 

BCWC 
  

Cancer Run Kensington Civic Hall 26/07/15 

Saints 'n Sinners MCC Nite Jol 
 

Theo Marais Park 
 

31/07/15 

Soos Bloed 
 

Sleepover 
   

01/02-08-15 

Pure Venom MCC 
 

Womens Day Jol The Snake Pit-Stikland 09/08/15 

Freeway Saints MCC Winter Jol 
   

15/08/15 

Straw Dogs MCC 
 

Sleepover 
   

21/22-08-15 

CMA MCC 
 

Ladies Breakfast Run 
  

04/09/15 

Eagle 
  

Rally 
 

Neckies - Worcester 11/09/15 

MOTH 
  

Day Jol 
 

Killarney 
  

19/09/15 

Scattered Links MCC Overberg Rally Harenvlakte-Bredasdorp 25/09/15 

Disgracefools MCC 
 

4th Nappy Run Kogel Bay 
 

26/09/15 

Shak (?) 
  

Rally 
    

10/11-10-15 

Lee Riders MCC 
 

Rally 
    

10/11-10-15 

Bikers 4 Bandanas 
 

Day Jol 
 

Killarney 
  

18/10/15 
Destiny Riders 
MCC 

 
Sleepover 

   
31/10/15 

Memorial Run 
      

01/11/15 

Vlakvark  
  

Rally 
    

07/08-11-15 

Bravehearts MCC 
 

1st Day Jol 
   

15/12/15 

Sundowns MCC 
 

Rally 
 

Nekkies-Worcester 
 

18/20-05-16 

Buffalo 
  

Rally 
 

Mossel Bay 
 

20/22-05-16 

          

 

 

 
 
 

Compliments of Alasdair Hulme 
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If you can’t afford a Ducati then make sure you own a 

good pair of running shoes. 

  

Andre 
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Morning Joke… 

When I travelled to work this morning I chose a different route than normal. Instead of turning towards the N7 (coming 

from Atlantis on the Mamre road), I decided to go straight towards Melkbos. The road is quite bumpy, narrow and tree 

lined like an Ally. After an S-bend and a small bridge I come up behind a truck in the rain.  

A beautiful super link rig , double articulated ,with chromed rims, bulbar and lots of fancy little lights and maximum 

height. I cautiously overtake and as I come alongside the cab the driver starts hooting and flashing his brights and with 

his hazards on, comes to a stop.  

I pull over to find out what's wrong and the driver opened his window. "Good morning Mr." He says in Afrikaans "kan 

meneer asiblief dog se war na hier gaan die pad to?" ( As you can pick up from this, I rather stick to English although 

the whole conversation was in Afrikaans ).  I don't know what bit me but since he obviously had no clue of where he 

was in the dark in the rain, I decided to take the Mickey out of him. I looked at him and knowing he had gone a number 

of  km’s down this road I said " net over die koppie begin die grontpad met reviere  links en regs so half a meter diepte . 

Mar da kom a afdrytjie na regs to en die trek fat Jey na Melkbos to. Mar dit is a scerb afdrytjie met baaie min plek "    

Now I see this dark guys face drop and he asked if the road gets any wider before it turns into dirt road.  I tell him this is 

as good as it gets. If he can uncouple one trailer maybe he can turn? " née meneer daar is maar to many trees", "then 

you will have to reverse"  I replied knowing it will take him a month and a Sunday especially with that narrow bridge he 

had passed a while back.  

Out comes the cell phone and after searching for reception ( very poor in this area) the thumb presses a speed dial 

button. "More boss, I have a very biig problem" Boss: " Wat is die problem?  Het jy die lorry  gebots?” I can hear the 

boss is frantic since calls at this hour from the drivers are usually bad news. I can hardly keep a straight face since it 

went so quickly further then I had intended. The driver says " jammer boss....." But he hardly gets his words in when the 

boss pipes up " is the engine stuckened, het jy n pup wheel" Driver: " jammer boss , is nix fault met die lorry. Ek het nix 

gestamp nie. Die engine is nog reg....née die wheele is ok reg. .. Nee ek het a groote problem... This guy says I must 

reverse but is a very long way. I think you must come and help boss.  Boss:" where the f are you?"  Driver:  "no, you 

said I must take a detour to the R27 to avoid the weigh bridge but now I am stuck"  Boss:" did you drive drive onto the 

dirt road, I going to kill you ". Driver: " no boss the guy here says it starts just over the hill but I can't turn here. Too 

many trees" . Boss: " where did you turn off theN7?"  Driver: "there where it says Atlantis but there was no sign for 

R27"  Boss: " jy lieg. Just wait let me get the laptop"  then comes a pause and some clicking noises from a keyboard and 

then a big laughter. " I got you on tracker you bastard!  Just go straight and tell that guy thank you for teaching me a 

lesson".  

 For the first time the driver checks my face and can see that I am grinning from ear to ear. " pooh dit was groot Kak met 

die boss. If he had had to come out here I would have been in sooo much trouble " .  I said “serves you right for 

overloading your truck and then trying to cheat the weigh bridge. But no hard feelings, I would never have let you try to 

reverse.  Read the signs next time you enter an unknown road”.  Driver: “Yes, but it's the bosses fault. He does not 

want to pay the fine! He finds one scratch and we must polish all weekend”.   

So we went our separate ways. It cheered me up all morning.  

 

By Gerhard Raschen 
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By Tim Watson - October 09, 2013 
 
We’ve all heard the tall stories about what will happen to you if you ride a motorcycle, the weird 
things you can do to make your bike faster or what to do if you crash. Most, if not all, is 
nonsense. So here’s RideApart’s view on the top 10 of motorcycle myths and legends. 
 
1. You should lay down your bike if you’re going to crash. 
 

It’s never going to happen. For one thing most accidents happen so quickly that as a rider 
you’re simply not going to have the time to think about doing this. It’s also a bit odd that 
you should try and crash before potentially hitting whatever risks you’re about to 
encounter. As RideApart's Wes Siler pointed out in his recent article – 10 Motorcycle 
Accidents and How to Avoid Them – never, ever try and lay your bike down. It’s not 
going to help. Instead, shed as much speed as you can, stay upright and use both your 
brakes. 

 
2. Race tires will make me and my bike faster on the road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rideapart.com/authors/timwatsonhfl
https://rideapart.com/2013/08/10-common-motorcycle-accidents-and-how-to-avoid-them/
https://rideapart.com/2013/08/10-common-motorcycle-accidents-and-how-to-avoid-them/
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Uh, no. Motorcycle race tires are completely different from road tires. They have different 
compounds and properties and are designed to work best when really hot to create grip. 
You’re rarely going to get a set of race tires up to proper race temperature out on the 
highway. The chances are, after setting off on your bike, you’re going to probably fall off. 
at the first intersection. Stick to road tires for your bike for anything apart from track days. 
 

2. Motorcycles are smaller than cars or trucks so police speed radars won’t be able to 
detect you.  
 
Just because your motorcycle is not as big as other road vehicles it doesn’t mean that you 
can dodge the radar. Today’s police lasers are extremely high-tech and far more accurate 
than in the past. In fact, they are said to be so good they can lock on and register the speed 
of a flying insect. But that might be another urban myth. Either way, just because you’re 
on a speeding bike doesn’t mean you’re going to evade a ticket. 
 

 
4.    It’ll never happen to me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Yes, it will. Just because you’ve ridden for years without falling or getting into an accident 
on a motorcycle doesn’t mean that it’s never going to happen. Always ride prepared for 
the unexpected and remember that it’s never a case of if it happens, but when it happens. 
 

5.   Traction control on a motorcycle will help me go faster. 
 
Yes and no. If you’re new to riding and not that confident yet, you’re never going to be 
aware of what traction control does. If you’re an all out racer and ride really hard, then the 
chances are traction control is actually going to get in your way and slow you down, even 
when set on the least interfering mode. 
If you fit somewhere between these two groups then it’s good to have traction control as a 
sort of safety net if you find yourself going a little faster than expected into and out of the 
corners. It’s there to help you out of trouble. 
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6.  New tires come with a coating that can only be removed by riding them for a few miles 
under inflated. 

 
No. You’re going to fall off and hurt yourself or maybe get killed. Most new motorcycle 
road tires look like they have a coating on them but in effect that’s because that’s what 
they look like when they come out of the mold at the factory. 

 
Never, ever reduce the pressure in the tires to try and scrub them in. Riding on under 
inflated tires causes them to flex, damages the sidewall and potentially could cause a blow 
out throwing you off the bike and down on the road. Don’t do it. 
 

7.  18-25 year-olds are the most at risk category for injury or death in the motorcycle 
community. 
 
While novice riders run a high degree of risk due to lack of experience, the facts are, 
according to the National Highway Transport Safety Administration’s latest findings on 
motorcycle deaths, that the biggest group of riders to be killed in the U.S. are the 40-55 
year-olds. NHTSA has been tracking this information for the past 10 years and the single 
largest group – more than 40% - of all riders killed in U.S. traffic accidents had an average 
age of 42-years-old. Tell your relatives that when you choose a bike over a car. 
 

8. You must never worry about crashing on a bike because if you do you will automatically 
crash. 
 
Nonsense. While you shouldn’t be mentally fixated on the possibility of hurting yourself 
on a bike, every single time you get on your motorcycle you need to be fully aware of 
what you are doing and always be ready to take evasive action. If you think it won’t 
happen to you, it will. 
 

9.   Buy the bike of your dreams as your first bike as you’ll soon learn how to ride it. 
 
This depends on what your dream bike is. But before you even part with your hard-
earned cash you should have budgeted for all of the good safety gear you need. Not just a 
helmet. But gloves, good boots and riding leathers are a must. Once you have all of that, it 
is only then that you should worry about a bike. Also, just because you’ve set your heart 
on a particular bike doesn’t mean you should go straight out and buy it. Do your 
homework. Talk to friends who ride and people who know. Take a Motorcycle Safety 
Foundation course and learn how to ride. Then buy something that matches your abilities 
and that you will be confident on. Make it a bike that you will not worry too much about 
dropping and that can be fixed easily and cheaply. It will save you a lot of time and 
money in the long run and then when your skills are really up to speed you can go out 
and buy that dream bike. It will still be there. 
 

10. Because you ride a motorcycle and are dressed from head to toe in leathers you will be 
completely irresistible to women. 

https://online2.msf-usa.org/msf/Default.aspx
https://online2.msf-usa.org/msf/Default.aspx
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You mean girls don't think our outfits are sexy? 
 

Possibly. But only if you can find one who is happy to spend hours talking with you about 
suspension settings, the merits of a GSX-R versus a Hayabusa, or a KTM Super Duke or 
something from Ducati. She will dig the fact you have oil under your fingernails and won’t be 
put off because you and your leathers smell like a badger’s armpit after eight hours of canyon 
carving. She’ll think your helmet hair is cute and will be more than happy to look at your road 
scars and hear for the thousandth time about how you fell off at over 100 mph even though it 
wasn’t you fault. In actual fact, if she does all of is, she probably rides as well. In which case 
my friend you’ve hit the jackpot. 
 
Have we missed anything? We’re sure we have, as this is just a fraction of the urban 
motorcycle myths.   
 
What have you heard since you started riding? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://rideapart.com/2013/10/how-to-manage-helmet-hair/
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BREAKFAST RUN 16th August 2015 by Gerhard Raschen 

Yesterday I had no reception at the farm!  So, all those texts and mails didn't get through to me.  

For a change my inner alarm clock let me sleep past five o'clock but by six, claws where grabbing 

my face and gentle bites to the nose told me unmistakable it's time to feed us cats. So I got up, 

sorted them out made a cup of coffee and climbed back into bed. Outside the rain was still 

playing a tune on the corrugated iron and when light came up I could see a break developing in 

the clouds.  

A quick shower, shave and shampoo got me going and realizing that we ride much later today I 

forced down some cereal. The rain had stopped and last time I had checked, the weather 

promised to clear.  But, by now I am running late. All intentions to take a slow ride through are 

forgotten and as I leave the gravel (more a muddy track then a dirt road), I adjust the electronics 

to tar and then to dynamic ride mode. As I slip through the gears I feel the suspension firming 

up and the bike seems eager to get going. It only takes a few turns and 120 feels too slow. 

Following the twisties through Philadelphia to the R44 I am soon hovering around 160 km/h. 

The bike feels very relaxed at that speed and corners with ease even through damp ones. Only 

when I come up to a slow car, I need more time and distance to get off the speed. The road is 

drying out and the temperature is mild.  

My mind occupies itself with a interesting point Carl explained at Jonathan’s braai. He said he 

always struggled to keep up with a friend of his who belonged to the racing fraternity. When he 

asked him how he stays between the lines when Carl was nearly drifting off the road he 

mentioned counter steering. When you get to a corner and find it unexpectedly sharper than 

anticipated you initiate the turn by forcing the handlebars the opposite way instead of leaning in 

to throw your weight down. Thus the giro force is broken and the bike sort of collapses into the 

corner enhanced by a closed throttle. This is much quicker than trying to shift the weight balance 

and lean into a corner. I tried it out and it works. I also noticed that I always have done it just not 

consciously and not so extreme. What I also noticed is on the way out of the corner I do the 

opposite to the opposite - if that makes any sense- to get the bike upright again. That and 

obviously acceleration. I first picked up on this when I got this bike beginning of the year and 

put it on cruise control. To correct the driveshaft drift I gently pressed the handlebars the 

opposite way to the drift to make it run straight again.  There I am driving motorcycle since my 

early teens (with interruptions) never really serious about driving faster than comfortable and I 

only get these hints now when I am growing old disgracefully I hoped. It's the same with 

standing on your pegs when driving off road. You can get told but in order to understand you 

have to try it out. Then the concept is clear.   

Now through Stellenbosh I stick to the R44 jump on the N2 and backtrack one exit . Looking  
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across as the one stop passes by on the opposite side I see zero bikes. Guess I missed the 9:30 for 

10:00 h.  We'll have to speed up again. Once on the right side and entering the parking lot I 

decide to have a smoke and check my phone. Okey dokey, so these old buggers don't want to get 

their bikes dirty. Oh well what now? I have done over 70k to get here and now I am supposed to 

turn around? No sir. The weather is sort of undecided like me but I get my helmet back on and 

hit the N2.   

The view looking over in Jonathan’s direction is spectacular. The harsh ragged mountains are 

overflowing with downward cloud and the contrast is extreme between rock solid and liquid.  

Going at an easy pace I switch the electronics back to normal and comfort and follow the 

mountain side out of Gordon's bay. The wind has changed from a Northern to Southern 

direction and although there is no change in temperature it feels a little cooler. Some gusts are 

quite strong and will the sea into whites. The road surface is damp and soon I get a light drizzle.  

At Rooi Els I turn in but everything looks closed. As I continue towards Bettie's bay I follow a 

sheet of rain. It's a weird sensation to drive like that. Your helmet and clothes are dry but the 

road is wet and oncoming traffic still has wipers going. I didn't get to Bot River Hotel but pulled 

in at the shell garage on the way to the N2. There is a very pleasant little farm stall adjacent to it. 

The coffee is tasty and comes in decent sized cups. It was a little smoked out at first because the 

guy struggled to get the fire going. But now it's cozy and I think I stay here for lunch.  

So sorry to you guys for missing this opportunity for a nice breakfast run but I won't be able to 

ride next weekend so that makes up for it.  

Since the weather is clearing I might cross over the N2 and continue somehow northwest 

towards home.  

 

 

BREAKFAST RUN 

SUNDAY 20th AUGUST 

2015 – photographs by Billy 

Stadler 

It started off with cloudy skies, but 

fortunately no raindrops. The route took us 

on breathtaking scenery and the lunch was 

exceptional. 
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Hey Heyneke, do you want to borrow my book ?  
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EDITOR – LIZ VLOTMAN THOMAS 

All articles and photographs are welcome ... please 

send them to me in JPEG/ Word format to email: 

4ultimatesolutions@gmail.com before the 25th of the 

Month. 

  

Disclaimer.  
Note: The Editor shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawings contained in this newsletter. 
Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor’s nor other member(s).  If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional 
but, is published as a free service to likeminded members and is not for profit or gain. 

mailto:4ultimatesolutions@gmail.com

